Goa State Horticultural Corporation Ltd,
(A Govt. Of Goa Undertaking)

AT THE SERVICE OF THE PEOPLE.....................

✧ Serving the people through more than 1200 outsourced vegetables outlets supplying most commonly consumed vegetables at controlled prices under Government scheme.
✧ Operating 3 vegetables Sales Centres namely Panaji, Altinho-Panaji and Secretariat (Porvorim) with facility for payment by Credit/Debit card.
✧ Providing vegetables and essential commodities at subsidised rates through mobile vans, under the Government scheme to tackle price rise in rural and urban areas.
✧ Procuring locally produced vegetables and fruits through our Procurement centres in each Taluka and marketing them through our Marketing Infrastructure thus encouraging commercial production of locally produced vegetables and fruits.
✧ Providing cold storage facilities to the producers at Panaji Municipal Market.
✧ Making fruits, coconuts and Local Parboiled rice available to consumers at very competitive rates at our vegetable outlets as well as solely fruit outlets.
✧ Altinho Sale Centre upgraded to Mini Super Market.
✧ Providing Coconut plucking services at reasonable rates in all Talukas of Goa.
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